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Abstract—With current  complex real  time software prob-

lems, the need for reliable software specification becomes 

crucial. This paper overviews the use of formal methods to 

specify requirements  and the advantage of using an exe-

cutable formal specification language processor to develop 

a process model for the development of a software system. 

The  paper  presents  how  a  software  process  can  be  de-

scribed using the Descartes specification language, an exe-

cutable specification language, and the language extensions 

made to Descartes to make it suitable to describe a soft-

ware process. 

Index terms—software specification; software process model; 

I. INTRODUCTION

oftware development is a complex and creative effort. A 

software process is a sequence of steps that are used to 

manage  the  development  of  software.  A  software  process 

should be handled effectively to deliver the software on time 

and with good quality. Time, cost, and quality are some rea-

sons why software  development  should be automated.  Soft-

ware  process  modeling focuses  on what  occurs  during soft-

ware creation and evolution. The basis for process models in-

cludes  the  individuals  involved  in  the  development  of  soft-

ware, the assigned work, tools required to do the work, and the 

final results of the work. 

S

Requirements  analysis  is  a  significant  phase of  software 

development because  if  any fault  in the specification is left 

undetected, it can be carried over into the next phase. Thus, 

later correction of the fault would involve fixing the fault and 

fixing the effects of the fault in subsequent phases. Apart from 

consumption of a large amount of resources, for a change in a 

specification, the entire code will have to be rewritten by the 

developers. Also, since there is no actual system to verify the 

requirements provided by the user in a conventional software 

life  cycle,  development of such unverified requirements  can 

cause errors in the program code.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-

tion II,  related work that has been done in developing agent 

systems using formal  methods is  discussed.  Section III  dis-

cusses the research methodology used in this research effort. 

Section  IV  describes  the  extensions  made  to  the  Descartes 

specification language for specifying process modelling. Sec-

tion  V  gives  a  comparative  study  with  several  existing 

methodologies. Section VI concludes the paper with a summa-

ry and future research. 

II. RELATED WORK

Software process models are expressed formally by process 

modeling  languages  (PML).  Many  process  modeling  lan-

guages have been developed.  The following section briefly 

describes the earlier work done similar to this research effort. 

This section includes APER-2, CSPL, DPEL, Marvel, Merlin, 

VRPML, and YAWN.

APER-2  [3]  is  a  developer  centered  and  object-oriented 

process language. A process program in APER-2 is composed 

of classes. CSPL (Concurrent Software Process Language) [2] 

is a process modeling language that uses Ada95-like syntax. 

CSPL integrates object-oriented Ada95 for modeling support 

and UNIX shell scripts for enactment support. 

DPEL (Decentralized Process Enactment Language) [4] is a 

process modeling language which is used to model activities 

and activity synchronization. In DPEL, modeling of a process 

is based on developers. The process programs are converted 

into DPEL segments for enactment in DPEM. Marvel [8, 9, 1] 

is a process modeling technique based on rules. Marvel has 

three  types  of  rules:  project  rule  set,  project  type  set,  and 

project  tool  set.  Process  specific  issues  are  described  by 

project rule set. Project type set is used to specify the data with 

object-oriented classes. 

MERLIN [7, 6]  has a knowledge base which describes  a 

process that is built using a rule based technique. Rules and 

facts are interpreted as forward and backward chaining. Back-

ward rules and facts are interpreted in a Prolog-like manner. 

VRPML (Virtual reality process modeling language) [12] is a 

process modeling language that uses graphs to specify a soft-
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ware process. YAWN (Yet Another Workflow Notation) [11] 

is a graphical PML which uses directed graphs to represent a 

process interaction model. 

A process  model should enable effective communication, 

facilitate reuse, support evolution, and facilitate management 

[5]. Extensions were made to Descartes, such that it represents 

all the process entities and their relationships. The Descartes 

constructs are to support the basic elements of the software 

process.

Descartes [14] is an executable specification language that 

is based on three data structuring methods proposed by Hoare: 

direct  product,  discriminated union,  and sequence.  The lan-

guage uses a tree structure notation to perform analysis and 

synthesis within a specification. 

III. EXTENSIONS TO THE DESCARTES SPECIFICATION 

LANGUAGE FOR PROCESS MODELING

In order to describe a software process, basic elements of 

the software process must be modeled. The basic elements of 

the software process are activities, products, role, human, and 

tool. The following describes extensions to Descartes that sup-

port software processes.

A. Activities and products

An activity is a step of a process that produces changes to 

the software product. The product is the set of artifacts devel-

oped and maintained in a project. The product is the input and 

output of an activity. A pre-pended unary reserve word “activ-

ity” is included in a Descartes module for declaring an activity 

module.  After the module title, the module contains the speci-

fication for the other process elements. The input PRODUCTS 

consist of software products. 

activity ACTIVITY_NAME_USING_(PRODUCTS)

   PRODUCTS

inputs

B. Human actor

An actor  is  a  person  who  is  responsible  for  a  software 

process activity. The reserved keyword “actor” is used to spec-

ify the person responsible for that activity. Consider the exam-

ple of “modify_design” activity which is performed by the ac-

tor “design_eng1”. The “design_eng1” is responsible for per-

forming the activity “modify_design”.

activity MODIFY_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS)

   PRODUCTS

 requirement_change

                           FILE

               design_document

              FILE

   actor

 ‘design_eng1’

C. Role

A role is the rights and responsibility of a person who is 

going to perform a software process activity.  The “role” con-

struct introduced by Medina and Urban [10] is used for speci-

fying the role of the actor in an activity.

activity MODIFY_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS)

   PRODUCTS

             requirement_change

                         FILE

             design_document

            FILE

   actor

             ‘design_eng1’

   role

             ‘design_engineer’

In the above example, the activity “modify_design” is per-

formed by a “design_eng1” who is a “design_engineer”.

D. Tool

The tools used in the software production, such as textual 

editors  and  case  tools,  should  be  represented.  The reserved 

keyword “tools” is used to specify the tools used in that activi-

ty. Consider the example of “modify_activity” in which “texu-

al_editor” is used to edit the “design_document”. 

activity MODIFY_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS)

   PRODUCTS

requirement_change

                         FILE

              design_document

            FILE

   actor

‘design_eng1’

   role

‘design_engineer’

   tools

                             ‘textual_editor’

E. Process example

In this example, the process of designing a library manage-

ment system is used. Suppose a library management  system 

consists of two subsystems ‘subsystem1’ and ‘subsystem2’. 

When the process  starts,  subsystem1 is designed by ‘de-

sign_eng1’  and  subsystem2  is  designed  by  ‘design_eng2’. 

Then the design of subystem1 is reviewed by ‘design_rev1’ 

and the design of subsystem2 is reviewed by ‘design_rev2’. If 

the subsystem1 fails the review, the changes are made to sub-

system1 by ‘design_eng1’. If the subsystem2 fails the review, 

the  changes  are  made  to  subsystem1  by  ‘design_eng2’. 

Changes  are  made to  subsystem1 and subsystem2 until  the 

subsystems  pass  the  review.  If  subsystem1 and  subsystem2 

passes the review, the whole system is reviewed by the ‘de-

sign_rev1’ and ‘design_rev2’. If the whole system fails the re-

view, the changes are made to the system by ‘design_eng1’ 

and ‘design_eng2’. Changes are made to the system until the 

system passes the review.
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At the start of the process, the DES_SS1 and the DES_SS2 

activities are started concurrently as shown in the specification 

below.  The  “parallel”  construct  introduced  by  Sung [13]  is 

used to express the concurrent execution. 

DESIGN_LIBRARY_SYSTEM

return

        parallel

DES_SS1_USING_(PRODUCTS)

                             DES_SS2_USING_(PRODUCTS)

In  the DES_SS1 activity,  the ‘design_eng1’  takes  the re-

quirement_document as input and designs the subsystem1_de-

sign_document. 

The  subsystem1_design_document  is  modified  using  the 

tools ‘textual_editor’ and ‘case_tool’. After subsystem1 is de-

signed,  the REVIEW_SS1_DESIGN activity module is  exe-

cuted.

activity DES_SS1_USING_(PRODUCTS)

   PRODUCTS

products

requirement_document

                                      FILE

ss1_design_document

FILE

   actor

‘design_eng1’

   role

‘design_engineer’

   tools

                             ‘textual_editor’

‘case_tool’

return

 SS1_DESIGN_DOCUMENT

 ‘ designed_by ’

 ACTOR

 ‘ using ’

TOOLS

REVIEW_SS1_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS)

In the DESIGN_SS2 activity,  the ‘design_eng2’ takes the 

requirement_document  as  input  and  designs  the 

ss2_design_document. The ss2_design_document is modified 

using the tools ‘textual_editor’ and ‘case_tool’. After the ss2 is 

designed, the REVIEW_SS2_DESIGN activity module is exe-

cuted.  The  specification  written  for  the 

DES_SS2_USING_(PRODUCTS)  activity  is  similar  to  the 

DES_SS1_USING_(PRODUCTS) activity.

In the REVIEW_SS1_DESIGN activity,  the ‘design_rev1’ 

takes  the  requirement_document  and  the  ss1_design_docu-

ment as input and reviews the design of ss1. The design of 

subsystem1 is reviewed using the tool ‘textual_editor’. If sub-

system1 passes the review, the

REVIEW_SYSTEM_USING_(PRODUCTS)  activity  is 

called. If subsystem1 fails the review, the MODIFY_SS1 ac-

tivity module is executed. 

activity   REVIEW_SS1_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS)

PRODUCTS  

products

requirement_document

                                      FILE

            ss1_design_document

                            FILE

review+

review_pass

 STRING

review_fail

STRING

feedback

FILE

actor

‘design_rev1’

role

‘design_reviewer’

tools

                             ‘textual_editor’

return+

REVIEW_PASS

             SS1_DESIGN_DOCUMENT

             ‘reviewed_by ’

             ACTOR

             ‘ using ’

             TOOLS

             ‘subsystem1_passed_the_review ‘

             REVIEW_SYSTEM_USING_(PRODUCTS)

REVIEW_FAIL

             SS1_DESIGN_DOCUMENT

             ‘reviewed_by ’

             ACTOR

             ‘using ’

                            TOOLS

                            ‘ss1_failed_the_review ‘

              MODIFY_SS1_USING_(PRODUCTS)

In the REVIEW_SS2_DESIGN activity,  the ‘design_rev2’ 

takes  the  requirement_document  and  the  ss2_design_docu-

ment as input and reviews the design of ss2. The design of ss2 

is reviewed using the tool ‘textual_editor’. If ss2 passes the re-

view, the REVIEW_SYSTEM_USING_(PRODUCTS) activi-

ty is called. If  ss2 fails the review, the MODIFY_SS2 activity 

module is executed. Similarly we can write the specifications 

for REVIEW_SS2_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS) activity, 

MODIFY_SS1  activity,  MODIFY_SS2  activity, 

REVIEW_SS_DESIGN_USING_(PRODUCTS) activity,  and 

MODIFY_SYSTEM activity.  
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IV. COMPARISON

A process modeling language can be compared through the 

following criteria: interface and style. Table 1 shows the com-

parison of several process modeling languages based on  inter-

face and styles along with the Descartes specification language 

used for process modeling.

 

Table 1 Comparison of process modeling languages

The Descartes specification language could be used in both 

specification  development  and  for  describing  a  software 

process. With this advantage, the Descartes specification lan-

guage has an edge over the other process modeling languages 

mentioned  because,  time and  cost  in  training  the  personnel 

could be saved by using the Descartes specification language 

in both specification development and for describing a soft-

ware process.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Managing  a  process  manually  will  consume more  time, 

cost more, and can result in low quality software. Thus, auto-

mation of a software process will save time and reduce extra 

work. This paper introduced the extended Descartes specifica-

tion language for automating a software process.  Extensions 

were made to the Descartes specification language for describ-

ing a software process. Extensions made to the Descartes spec-

ification language were identified to be helpful in modeling 

the basic elements of a software process.

The future research effort can focus on providing tool sup-

port for designing, modifying, analyzing, simulating, and veri-

fying a process. Tool support would be more helpful for a user 

to organize the work and to keep track of what is going on in a 

process. A tool could be provided for designing and modifying 

the specifications for a process. Simulating a process specifi-

cation before it is executed could help in checking whether the 

process performs what is intended. At present, the Descartes 

specification language does not support simulation. Future re-

search can concentrate on adding a simulation feature to the 

Descartes  specification  language.  The tool  support  could be 

provided for simulation.  
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APER-2 X X

CSPL X X

DPEL X X

Marvel X X

MERLIN X X

VRPML X X

YAWN X X

Descartes Spec-

ification Lan-
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X Formal   Specification Style
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